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His dog. His computer. The tunnels under New York City.That’s all Joe Tesla’s agoraphobia has

left him with—the inside world, the dark world—and now the black depths of the sea.In the

latest book in this award-winning thriller series, Joe Tesla ventures out into the ocean depths in

an underwater scavenger hunt. The competition turns deadly when a mystery sub rams Joe’s

and leaves him for dead on the ocean floor.Joe survives and his search for answers leads into

a web of international intrigue and enigmatic weapons. When he shares his knowledge with the

authorities, they bury his information and threaten to bury him as well. After a drone attack

drives him out to sea, he realizes that he alone can discover the truth hidden in a rogue

submarine......and save the city he loves from annihilation.But can a man trapped inside by his

own fears ever save the larger world above?
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InformationPrologueMunchon naval base, North KoreaFebruary 8They boarded the plane as

women, but they left it as men. In full naval uniform, they trooped single file down the stairs

onto the frozen runway. The business jet’s door closed, and the plane taxied toward a

turnaround to take off again. Within two hours, the plane would be sinking to the bottom of the

Sea of Japan, and they would be presumed dead.Or actually be dead.Laila led the newly

minted men to their destiny. To do this, she had to become her brother, and she concentrated

on aping his bowlegged, rolling gait. The words of a royal cousin echoed in her ears: Always

the hips are foremost, as if the cock is pulling him onward like a dog on a leash. Toes pointed

out at ten degrees, and a roll of those eager hips when he lands each foot. Your brother doesn’t

so much walk as he fucks the air.She swaggered to a battered staff car parked in front of an

empty bus. Cold wind snapped at a blue and red North Korean flag mounted by the car’s right

front tire. Next to the open door, a driver stood at attention. He was a small man, no taller than

the disguised women, his dress uniform too long. He touched his old-fashioned peaked cap

and started to bow, then caught himself as if unsure about the protocol.“We are honored to

welcome you to our country, General Dakkar.” A North Korean accent wove through his

Chinese words.“The honor rests with me,” Laila answered. Theoretically, her brother had



learned Mandarin in his private schools, although in reality only she’d taken the time to study

the language.Satisfied with her answer, the driver opened the door for her and her companion

while the others filed aboard the bus. When the driver drove onto a gravel road, his dim

headlights illuminated only a meter ahead. Beyond lay darkness like she’d never seen.Old

leather creaked as she shifted, and her cold gun dug into her ribs. Icy clouds of breath

condensed in front of her recently applied mustache. Nahal surreptitiously squeezed Laila’s

hand with fingers cold as ice splinters. They could do this, the pressure against her hand

said.They had been on this road together for months, after all, ever since Nahal had hacked

into Laila’s brother’s laptop. They had discovered evidence of a wide-ranging conspiracy that

ended with an email detailing a top-secret submarine transaction. That submarine might give

them freedom to escape the strictures of their lives and perhaps even to prevent future

injustices.More research had revealed their government had ordered a stealth submarine from

China at twice the usual price to guarantee absolute confidentiality. In trade for badly needed

Western currency, a North Korean intermediary had agreed to perform the handover to further

obscure the vessel’s provenance and keep Chinese hands clean. So far, as the wider world

was concerned, the new submarine didn’t exist.That was why she and Nahal were jolting

through a deserted forest in the middle of a cold winter night.They were going to steal that

submarine.Like something out of a film. Only a princess who had watched a thousand movies

and a hacker who had hacked a thousand computers could ever have pulled it off. It had taken

months of careful planning, audacious hacking, and a great deal of money, but they had come

this far, and they couldn’t turn back.She stared into the cones of light, wishing she could see

farther. Beyond the frost-rimed window, snow churned against a backdrop of black pines. Not a

single soul to be seen.The driver’s nervous eyes met hers in the rearview mirror. She adjusted

her military hat to shadow the top of her face, splayed her legs as her brother would have

done, and scowled, an expression that must have been familiar to the driver because he

looked away.Several minutes later, the car rolled to a stop in a gravel parking lot. The darkness

on the horizon became absolute, and she realized it must be the sea. If she reached that

horizon, she would be free.Cold night air scraped her cheeks when the driver opened the door.

The smells of engine oil, steel, and fish permeated the piney darkness. Goose bumps rose on

the nape of her neck. Her newly bare skin felt vulnerable without hair to cover it.She and Nahal

left the car and accepted another salute from the pair of armed men. Being a man wasn’t so

hard. Salutes and respect.“Show me the vessel.” The Chinese words came out rough and

deep, as she’d practiced, and men scurried to follow her order. This was how her brother lived

every day—men obeyed him without question.A man barked out a word she didn’t recognize,

and the submarine’s lights came on. She stifled a smile as she gazed upon her prize resting by

the dock. The long hull was black and sinister. Gray camouflaged masts and stubby fins

adorned the rounded sail fastened to the top deck. She identified communication masts, a

periscope, a radar antenna, and the air induction mast. All accounted for.Soon, she’d be

standing inside that sail as captain and watching her friends go inside the submarine itself. She

sank deeper into the role of her brother, pushing her hips forward against the air as she

acknowledged a flurry of salutes from sailors of lesser rank on her way to her counterpart, the

Chinese commander. No one else merited her brother’s time.Unlike the North Korean soldiers,

the Chinese leader’s uniform was stark white, and his men wore white shirts with blue-striped

collars and white caps with a red star in front. Ready for the handoff, they stood in even rows

on the dock next to the submarine.“Good evening, Commander Wang,” she said in Mandarin,

matching her words with a salute.A sour expression crossed the face of the young man next to

the commander. He must be the now-unnecessary interpreter. Inside, she pitied him, but her



brother wouldn’t have, so she ignored him, enjoying having the unfamiliar power to ignore a

man.The commander returned the salute. “You speak my language well, Prince Dakkar.”“You

do me a great honor,” she said, aware her brother wouldn’t be so humble, but suspecting the

commander would respond to respect better than contempt.He gestured to the submarine.She

walked across the dock and stepped onto the dark hull. She’d rehearsed this moment so many

times it felt like a scene from a movie.Behind her, her crew filed onto the dock. Each carried a

duffel bag with the possessions she’d brought from home. Even with padded uniforms and

shoes with lifts, the women looked small and slight. But their Chinese counterparts weren’t

much bigger. After all, submarines were said to employ small men to crew them.Nahal stood

farther back on the dock, holding a clipboard, talking to her Chinese colleague, and signing

forms. So far, everything was going according to plan.Laila climbed atop the sail and looked

across the nearly deserted dock. The North Korean sailors kept a respectful distance, as they’d

been ordered to do in Nahal’s spoofed email. The Chinese sailors faced away from her in silent

rows. She turned her gaze to the black water.“The view is sublime when one is at sea,” said

Commander Wang. “Such a creature as this was not meant to be tethered in a dock.”“It is a

beautiful vessel,” she answered, remembering the Chinese didn’t refer to ships as female, as

the English did. “Sleek as a seal.”The commander smiled. Even though this wasn’t his

submarine and he’d only been tasked with delivering it, his pride shone through.She climbed

down into the warm control room, relieved to recognize the dials and screens. “Your simulation

software was precise.”The commander inclined his head. “Your government wished you and

your crew to take control of the vessel with little hands-on training.”“Indeed.” Technically, that

had been her wish. She and her crewmates might fool the Chinese sailors for the length of the

handoff, but a longer training period would reveal them as women, and also reveal none had

ever set foot in a real submarine.He led her on a tour of their new home—radio room, a space

for electronics, living quarters, a fully stocked mess and galley, and the captain’s cabin. More

cramped than she was used to, but all the more free. The lower level contained torpedoes and

sea mines, sleek and deadly, reminding her that this vessel could do more than hide them from

a world that treated them no better than beasts. It could fight back.She followed her

counterpart aft, struggling to understand the words as he discussed the propulsion system,

generators, and batteries in rapid-fire Mandarin.“We have built you a shadow,” he said. “This is

the most sophisticated diesel electric submarine in the world. No other vessel can hide under

the waves so well as this. It is truly a marvel of Chinese engineering.”“It is as silent as a steel

shark.”“And just as deadly,” he responded.Thus she remains free to roam the seas, Laila

thought.Her crew had boarded during her tour and stood at attention at their posts. They

seemed no more nervous than any crew about to take a new and unfamiliar ship out of the

harbor. The women had been through much in their lives, and they knew how to present a calm

face to the world no matter the situation.Commander Wang saluted one final time and spoke

with his first officer.Her heart pounded so hard she feared everyone in the control room could

hear. Nahal had ordered the transfer of funds to complete payment on the submarine. Laila

stood, back ramrod straight, and waited for the money to go through. Nahal had hacked into

dozens of naval accounts to acquire the funds for this transaction, careful to create a trail back

to Laila’s brother. Now they waited to see if her hard work would bear fruit. Months of planning

came down to the next few seconds.A crisp nod from the Chinese soldier to his commander,

and a bolt of joy shot through Laila’s breast for the first time since she’d learned of her sister’s

death. Months of despair fell away.“All leave,” the Chinese commander ordered.His remaining

men filed out and up the sail, rubber shoes whispering across steel rungs, feet thumping on

the dock.She exhaled. The sub was almost theirs.The commander gestured for her to precede



him up the ladder, and she did. Still holding the clipboard, Nahal followed.The three stood

together atop the sail in the cold wind. She looked at the dock, the pine trees, and the rocks

lining the beach. Fast-falling snow shrouded it all. By morning, they would be far away, leaving

no trace of themselves behind.“You do not wish to take a trial run with us?” The commander

sounded incredulous, in spite of the orders he’d received in Nahal’s email.A foolhardy act to go

out without a trial run, she conceded privately. Aloud, she said, “My men are ready. Do you not

trust their skills?”His impassive face gave nothing away. “The vessel is yours now, to use as

you see fit.”“My government is most grateful to you.” The money had been transferred, which

was all he need be concerned about.“As is mine,” he answered.The sound of an engine cut

across the wind. Approaching headlights lanced the darkness. Perhaps their jet had been

intercepted before it could crash. Perhaps the car came to arrest them. Or perhaps a North

Korean delegation came to see them off, but there had been no mention of a delegation

coming to see them off in the emails Nahal had intercepted.The Chinese commander looked at

her sharply as if he, too, was unprepared for the forces barreling toward them.“We leave now,”

she said.The commander wavered.“The vessel is ours,” she said. “You have received

payment.”Flinging gravel, the vehicle braked to stop. A bus identical to the one parked at the

end of the dock. The dark outline of twenty figures visible inside. A man with a too-familiar

rolling walk burst out the front door.Her brother had arrived.He froze at the sight of someone

standing atop the submarine in his uniform. Men in dark clothing flowed around him like oil and

headed toward her. Someone had pierced Nahal’s layers of protection and discovered the new

meeting point. But she knew Nahal had been careful to make sure no messages could be

traced back to them. Hopefully, she’d been clever enough.The Chinese commander reached

for his shoulder, but she drew her gun and clubbed him on the side of his head. Blood flowed

from a wound near his temple, and he crumpled. She hoped she hadn’t killed him. He wasn’t

part of her war.Chinese sailors scrambled across the dock. She ducked next to the fallen

commander and tried to think. She hadn’t come so far to lose the women’s freedom now. A

bullet pinged off a mast behind her head, and Nahal pointed toward the entrance to the

sub.Laila whispered a prayer and peeked over the side. She doubted any of the men would

have recognized her in her disguise, on the top of the submarine and at night. But her brother

might have. He was close now, and his gun was pointed at her. He fired, but missed her. As

she’d practiced, she sighted her pistol on her brother’s thin chest. With a slow tug, she pulled

the trigger.His bowlegged stride faltered, and he staggered to the side. Again, she sighted, and

again, she fired. He fell to the dock and lay still. Wild glee flashed through her, and she stifled a

laugh.No matter what else happened tonight, she’d won.With a moan, Nahal collapsed against

her. Red blossomed on Nahal’s shoulder. She’d taken the shot meant for Laila. Laila dragged

her friend to the hatch in the top of the sail. A snail trail of red gleamed on the hull behind them.

Meters away, the commander lay still, white uniform bright against the dark deck.“Hold on to

me, Nahal.”Nahal’s arms tightened around her neck. She half climbed and half fell down the

rungs and into the control room. She eased Nahal to the floor.“Back full!” Laila shouted.Ambra

must have been getting everyone ready, because the sub jerked as soon as she spoke. Bullets

slammed the hull, but they wouldn’t hurt them in here.“Get Meri!” she called and heard her

order relayed through the ship.She left Nahal and scrambled up the rungs to secure the hatch.

By the time she came down, Meri crouched next to Nahal’s motionless form, a medical kit by

her knee.Laila raced into the control room. Delicate hands flew over controls. For months, her

crew had practiced for this moment in their simulators, but no one had been shooting at them

then. Still, they moved as well as a more seasoned crew. They were brave, every one.They had

to get away from the dock to deeper water so they could dive. In deep water, they were



invisible, but right now their steel shark was a fish stranded on rocks. She must thrash back

into deeper water before she suffocated.Laila focused on the sonar screen. No other ships

around.“Dive!” she shouted.“We’re not far enough out,” Ambra said.“Drop as low as we can go,”

she commanded. “And keep us moving. Dive deeper the second you can.”Women scrambled to

obey.Whatever happened, they weren’t going to be taken alive. She’d promised them.Chapter

1Office of LucidGrand Central Terminal, New YorkMarch 8, early afternoonOne wall of Joe

Tesla’s office displayed a giant transparent brain. Red, green, and blue lines flashed as

synapses fired wildly. The amygdala was overloaded. The owner of that brain had been in

distress.He didn’t have to study the moving images to know, because it was his own. The

footage had been captured by performing an MRI, then overlaying the 3-D representation with

a visual representation of an electroencephalogram, or EEG, that showed his synapses

reacting to external stimuli. In this case, his terror whenever he tried to go outside. The brain

was a movie of the agoraphobia that had trapped him in Grand Central Terminal.His company,

Lucid, created brain maps like these and used the data to help people recover from post-

traumatic stress disorder, anxiety disorders, and phobias. They had an amazing track record.

Soldiers were able to let go of fearful experiences. Ordinary people were able to overcome

phobias. The system was working brilliantly for many people.But not for Joe. At least not yet.

The neurologist said he was making progress, but that Joe was pushing himself too hard. Baby

steps or some crap like that. Joe was tired of baby steps. He wanted to take some damn adult

steps. He’d been trapped inside for over a year, and he was very tired of it.He switched to

another brain, and his psychiatric service dog, a golden retriever/yellow Lab mix named

Edison, rose from his bed next to Joe’s desk and put his head on Joe’s knee.“It’s OK, boy,” Joe

said, but the dog knew better.The new brain pulsed chaotically, with intense and random

streaks of light. Then it went quiet and dark. The subject had been treated with

electroconvulsive therapy—electrical currents passed through the brain to trigger a seizure.

The seizure was the moment when the synapses went crazy. He watched the seizure repeat

and repeat in the poor defenseless brain.“Consciousness is just electrical impulses,” he told the

dog. “It’s an ephemeral thing—flashing and changing instantly. And stopping.”Edison licked his

hand. Joe traced the frenetic movements of discharging synapses on his wall. “So fragile.”A

quick knock on his door, and Dr. Gemma Plantec entered. A tiny but formidable woman, she

worked as Lucid’s chief neurobiologist.“I want to go over some data before you leave.” Her

brown eyes flicked to the brain displayed on the wall. “Are you finally ready for it?”“The

evidence on ECT for my type of disorder is inconclusive.”“It helps with depression, and there

are preliminary indications it might help with PTSD.” She moved close to the brain on the wall

and scrutinized it as if it had the answers. Edison peeked around the side of the desk. “Hello,

Edison.”The dog wagged his tail once, then returned to Joe’s side.“I can arrange for you to

have a treatment,” she said. “Bring everything you need here.”“We could.” Most of his medical

care was attended to at his office or his home, as he couldn’t go outside. Fortunately, he was

wealthy. He felt for those who were trapped in even smaller realms than he was, with even

fewer resources. “But I’m not ready.”She ran one hand through her close-cropped black curls.

“You’re the patient.”“I thought I was the CEO.”“That, too.” She conceded the point with a shake

of her head. “You’re making good progress, even if it’s slower than you’d like.”“I feel like I’m

going to spend the rest of my life haunting Grand Central and the tunnels like Erik in Phantom

of the Opera.” Even to himself, he sounded bitter. He hated being trapped—Grand Central, the

tunnels, buildings he could access via steam tunnels. His entire world. No fresh air in his lungs,

no rain on his skin, no true stars above his head. He was closed inside an artificial universe,

his life as constrained as a player in a video game.Her face softened, and he wanted to



apologize, because this wasn’t her fault, but someone knocked.“Come in,” he called.Marnie, his

executive assistant, opened the door and stuck her head through. “Sorry to interrupt. You’re

due at the sub in a half hour.”“Five minutes.” He had synesthesia and the color for five (brown)

appeared in his mind. This brain quirk often came in handy in his mathematical world, helping

him to find patterns in massive arrays of data.The brain on the wall pulsed, and Marnie looked

over at it. “What’s happening to that brain?”“Electroconvulsive therapy,” Dr. Plantec said.“Like in

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest?” Marnie’s eyes never left the convulsing brain.“Kind of,” Joe

said.“It’s come a long way since that unfortunate depiction.” Dr. Plantec pursed her lips. “And it

wasn’t even accurate at the time.”Marnie glanced between them. “Just say no.”She stepped

back and closed the door.“She makes a compelling point,” Joe said. “Succinct, too.”“Shall we

review the data?” Dr. Plantec set her tablet on his desk, and they spent the next few minutes

discussing her latest results. She was brilliant, and he was lucky to have recruited her.And she

was usually right.Nothing else was working fast enough—drugs made him stupid and slow and

still didn’t help, talk therapy made it worse, and his Lucid desensitization was proceeding by

only millimeters at a time. His condition was caused by an untested drug, not an actual

memory, and it responded differently than other people’s phobias.Maybe ECT was the answer.

But a side effect of that treatment was amnesia. Sometimes, the patient just lost memories

from around the time of the treatment, but other times, longer-term memories disappeared, too.

He wasn’t ready to part with those. He’d lost too much already.Chapter 2Jack’s Dive Locker,

BrooklynMarch 8, afternoonVivian wanted to quit her job. She liked Tesla well enough, and she

still felt guilty she’d lost track of him on the night he was dosed with whatever it was that gave

him agoraphobia, but she hated this underwater crap. His fault she was standing in a cold

swimming pool in a wetsuit that leaked at the sleeves, trying to overcome a fear of water she’d

carried around since a near drowning on Coney Island when she was eight.“We only have one

more thing before we can finish up and go home.” Chad the instructor talked like a chipper

preschool teacher. He also looked fourteen years old, and had a series of chakra tattoos along

his left side. He was one centered dude.She looked at her watch. Chad had started class a half

hour late and was running fifteen minutes beyond that. One more thing to go, and she was

already late. Maybe Tesla would take the sub and leave without her. Not that she ever got that

lucky.“Face your partner and smile from your inmost being.” Chad smiled, presumably in case

they didn’t know what that kind of smile looked like. Near as Vivian could tell, it looked

patronizing. “Open up and make your world bigger.”She faced her dive-training buddy. His

name was Guy. She’d seen his driver’s license. Not even a nickname. Just a noun of generic

manliness. Guy gave her a reassuring smile. He’d picked up on her nervousness. They’d

probably picked up on her nervousness from space.“Now, you’re going to put your regulator in

your mouth,” Chad chirped. “Then dive down to the bottom of the pool and adjust your

buoyancy to stay there. After that, swim across the bottom all the way to the other end.”So far,

so good. Swim underwater for one pool length. She could do that without breathing if she had

to.“But you’re not going to use your own regulator. You’re going to buddy breathe,” Chad said.

“Share air.”Buddy breathing meant your buddy took the regulator out of his mouth and gave it

to you to use. Which meant that half the time he was using it, so half the time she wouldn’t

have access to air. Vivian looked over at Guy. If she had to, she could take him down and steal

the regulator. She smiled for him, and Guy looked uneasy.Chad was finishing up. “Take it nice

and slow and easy. You can always surface and start over. There’s no time limit. No pressure.

You’re just getting the feel of using someone else’s regulator if you have to. Nowadays, every

tank has two regulators—a primary and a spare—so if you do run out of air, you can always

use your partner’s spare. We only practice buddy breathing so you can get a feel for it.”Then



Chad exhaled and blew it out as if he were teaching them yoga and not scuba. “Ready?”Half

the class nodded in a gung-ho fashion and the other half in a resigned one. Vivian was

resigned.She drew in a deep breath of chlorine-scented air, then stuck the regulator in her

mouth. It tasted like rubber, and she hoped they’d cleaned it since the last user. Across from

her, Guy did the same. He waggled his eyebrows and pointed his thumb down at the water.

That was the first step in the five-point descent they’d just been taught. Step two was to orient

yourself. Pretty straightforward in the pool. Hard to get lost when you just had to follow the line

of blue tiles inlaid into the bottom of the pool. Step three was to put the regulator in your mouth.

They’d both done that one out of sequence. Step four was to check your timing device to

calculate the start of the dive. Both looked ostentatiously at imaginary watches. The last step

was to let the air out of the buoyancy compensator device, or as Chad called it, ‘the BCD,’ and

sink.Face-to-face, they sank to the bottom. Vivian fought back panic as soon as her head went

underwater. Bubbles shot out of her regulator. She was breathing too fast, and she brought it

under control by inhaling to a count of five, exhaling to a count of seven, then waiting for a

count of five. Tesla did something similar when he had panic attacks. She wasn’t pleased to

think they had random panic in common.Guy made the OK sign, hand on his head.She

nodded. She was OK enough.A special dive pool, the bottom twenty feet down. She messed

with her BCD at the bottom, trying to set it up so she would hover. Air in, bounce up, air out,

sink. Repeat until it was just the right amount of air. And repeat.Out of the corner of her eye,

she saw Guy doing the same.Eventually, they were both kind of hovering with just a little bit of

kicking. Close enough.Who was the buddy in this scenario? Should she take out her regulator

and use his, or make him use hers? Guy hung nearly motionless next to her. His buoyancy was

under better control than hers.Fine. She pushed down her unease, took a deep breath,

clenched and released her jaw, and took out her regulator. A few bubbles drifted up. She

reached the regulator across to Guy. He took a breath and gave it back. So far, so good.She

took another breath and slowly kicked forward. Guy was level with her, everything was fine. She

wasn’t going to lose it. She had a spare regulator if she needed it, and the surface was only

seconds away. She could do this.Then Guy’s eyes widened as if he’d suddenly realized he was

underwater without an air source in his mouth and the insanity of that.He grabbed the regulator

out of her hand and yanked it up to his mouth so hard she smacked into his chest. His blue

eyes were wide and panicked, and he sucked on her regulator like he hadn’t taken a breath in

an hour.She gave him a couple of seconds to get it together, then tapped him on the shoulder

and pointed to her regulator.He handed it back, and she took a long breath. Before she could

give him the regulator, Guy panicked.He pushed himself away and flailed, clearly trying to find

his own regulator. They’d practiced leaning forward to let the regulator fall forward and then

sweeping to the right to retrieve it. Chad had insisted they do it three times, and they’d

humored him.Clearly, Guy didn’t remember any of his training. He wasn’t sweeping. He wasn’t

leaning. He was thrashing. He nearly clipped her face with a fin, and she backed away to give

him the space to recover.But he didn’t.He floundered. Air bubbles popped out of his mouth and

headed up for the surface. Following them would have been a good idea, but he wasn’t doing

that either. In his panic, he’d zeroed in on one thing—finding his regulator. Which clearly wasn’t

going to happen.Deciding she’d been standoffish buddy long enough, she swam in front of him

and tried to catch his eyes, to make a calming gesture or hand him her spare regulator.No go.

He didn’t seem to see more than a few inches in front of his face. Poor guy was in a bad

spot.Trying to get inside his flailing arms, she darted toward him, grabbed his regulator with

one hand and slammed it against his mouth. He ducked his head back in surprise and clocked

himself hard on his tank valve. He opened his mouth, probably to swear, and she plopped the



regulator in like a mother stuffing a pacifier into an angry baby’s mouth.He sucked in one long

breath, then another. She threaded a hand through his BCD and slowly started to ascend.He

shook his head. He took the regulator out and mouthed, Sorry.His heart thumped so hard she

could see his carotid artery flutter with each beat, and he was shaking. She hated to think of

what he’d discharged into the water in his panic. Still, she stopped ascending and they hung

there for a long minute. Slowly, his breathing stabilized.She pointed to his regulator, and he

nodded. Let him be in charge of the air. Staying face-to-face, only a few inches apart, they

traded off the regulator. Gently, she kicked them toward the end of the pool.Eventually, they got

there and surfaced. Half the class was already gone.“I’m sorry,” Guy said.“It’s fine.” She was

going to switch him out for a new dive buddy for the next class. She had more than her share of

neurotic men in her life already. In the water, she was supposed to be able to be the weak

link.“How are we?” Chad asked. “A little rocky at first, but you two came together like a

team.”“Yup,” Vivian said.“I panicked,” Guy said. “If Vivian hadn’t been there, I don’t know what

would have happened.”Drowned, she thought.“That’s what a dive buddy does,” Chad said in his

irritatingly calm voice. “That’s why we never dive alone, bro.”Vivian hauled herself out and

started stripping off gear.“Slow down,” Chad said. “We’ve got the pool for an hour.”“I’m late.”

Vivian set the weight belt next to the pool, took off her BCD, and closed her tank valve.“I’ll carry

your stuff back,” Guy said. “It’s the least I can do.”“Thanks.” She stripped off her wetsuit and left

it in a pile on the floor. “You got it together, and that’s what counts. Don’t focus on the bad

moment. Everybody has a bad moment.”“I bet you don’t,” Guy said.She snorted. “You have no

idea.”“Do you want to switch out for a new buddy?” Chad asked. “No harm in that. Gives you a

chance to meet new people. Learn their styles.”Guy looked at her. He had giant blue eyes and

long black eyelashes. He wasn’t going to put any pressure on her, but he clearly wanted to

keep her around.Knowing she’d probably regret it later, but feeling sorry for him, she said, “I’ll

stick with Guy.”Story of her life.Chapter 3Off the coast of Montauk, New YorkMarch 8,

eveningJoe Tesla had found freedom in the silent green sea. He loved how the blue shafts of

his navigation lights illuminated the murky darkness. He loved the old-fashioned sonar ping that

displayed the underwater world on a green screen in his cockpit. He loved the sight and sound

of water rushing past the half bubble of thick acrylic that served as his window to the undersea

world. He loved the sense of infinite possibility. His crippling agoraphobia had stolen the

outside world, but it hadn’t stolen the sea.Edison was latched into a safety harness in front of

him, and he gave him a quick pet. Edison’s tail thumped in response. Joe angled the

submarine down. “Just a little deeper, boy, and then the fun begins.”“Are we rated for that

depth?” Vivian asked. His sometimes bodyguard, she was usually fearless.“This baby can go

even deeper. She’s a work of art.”“Sure.” She tightened her seat belt.“All the safety money can

buy.” His facial-recognition software had earned him millions, but because his agoraphobia had

trapped him into an indoor existence, he didn’t have much he could spend it on. Unlike his

peers, he had no use for cars or houses or private jets.But he could use a submarine.There

was something else he’d like to have—someone he trusted to be his eyes and ears in the world

above. “Speaking of all the safety money can buy, have you thought about my job offer?”“You

receive great protection via Mr. Rossi and his team. And I’m on call there. You don’t need to

hire me full time.”“You’re better than the others,” he said. “And if you worked for me, you’d have

benefits and a much higher salary.”“That’s very kind of you, sir, but I work for Mr. Rossi. He

pays more than enough.”Mr. Rossi didn’t pay her enough. Joe had checked. “My door’s always

open if you change your mind.”“If your door opens right now, we’ll drown.”“It’s a figure of

speech.” He was hurt she wasn’t taking his offer more seriously, but he didn’t want her to see it.

Instead, he reached down and patted his dog. Edison licked his hand. He sensed Joe’s



disappointment.“Are we close to the marker?” she asked.That was the end of the discussion

for today and a not-so-subtle reminder to get back on task. They were on a submarine

scavenger hunt. Sponsored by an organization called Blue Dreams and limited to ten private

subs, it had an entrance fee of a half million (brown, black, black, black, black, black) dollars.

The proceeds were to go to the winner’s charity.If he and Vivian won, the funds were

earmarked for a facility that trained service and guide dogs. He wanted to shorten the average

six-(orange)-year wait for these dogs so everyone who needed a helper like Edison could get a

dog right away.A shipwreck took shape in the darkness. He swiveled his navigation lights over

an algae-covered hull. Silver fish with big round eyes darted away from the beams.“I hope the

crew got off safely,” Vivian said.“She’s been down here for five years.”“Still.”Even though the

shipwreck wasn’t their goal, he eased the sub in sideways for a closer look. His propellers

kicked up algae, and he nearly knocked against the wreck. When he pulled back on the stick,

she tensed up but didn’t say anything.“I know,” he said. “But I got this.”He was still learning to

control his craft. A submarine wasn’t like a car—a sub was slow to accelerate, slow to turn, and

hard to stop—but it had been so long since he’d driven anything, he could forgive the small

yellow craft a lot of flaws. He hoped it could forgive him his.“What’s it called?” she asked. “The

ship?”“According to my map, she was called the Aronnax. Maybe named after Pierre Aronnax

from Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea?”Barnacles crusted the ship’s surfaces, and

anemones softened the sharp edges of her broken hull. Her mast had snapped, and the stump

listed to the side, rotted lines undulating like tentacles in the current.“Doesn’t look like it worked

out for old Pierre,” she said.Slowly, Joe circled her. The Aronnax wasn’t the most famous wreck

down here, not even close, but she had a desolate charm. Someone had loved this pile of

rotting wood once—painted her hull, varnished her spars, coiled her lines on her shiny teak

deck. Until the ocean swallowed her and left her rotting in her grave.Edison gave a sharp bark,

and he followed the dog’s gaze.A gray shadow had slipped from the sailboat’s hull and eased

into the navigation lights. Triangular dorsal fin, powerful vertical tail, and sleek gray skin.“It’s just

Jaws,” Joe said. “Nothing to worry about.”A calm dog, Edison rarely barked, but he knew a

predator when he saw one, and he growled.“I’m with you, Edison,” Vivian said.“You’re such a

badass on land. But underwater—”“Before you finish that sentence, remember we’ll be back on

land soon.”He grinned, tipped the sub upright, and followed the shark. If the animal chose to

evade him, he’d never keep up with it, but the shark didn’t seem to mind. It glided through the

water with tiny flicks of its fins, more maneuverable and free down here than he would ever be.

He envied the beast more than he could say.The shark headed for a line of algae that looked

like a bump on the ocean floor. The line extended out past his vision in both directions. Longer

than any snake or eel. The shark had found what Joe was searching for.The animal opened its

massive jaws impossibly wide. White teeth flashed as the creature lunged to bite the line.

Brown muck exploded upward, clouding the water and obscuring the shark. He waited. The

ocean rewarded patience.Slowly, the muck settled, and the shark came back into view. It must

not have liked what it had tasted when it bit down, because it let go of the cable. After another

glance at the strange dark line, the shark swam until the green darkness swallowed it from his

view.He slowed the sub and drifted down. The cable gleamed black where the shark had

scraped away the algae, brown otherwise.“Following a shark is cheating,” Vivian said.“Nothing

wrong with natural inspiration.” He maneuvered closer to the bottom. “That’s definitely a

transatlantic communications cable. Maybe the cable we’re looking for.”People had been

dropping cables under the sea since 1858 when the first telegraph line connected Ireland to

Newfoundland. That cable had long since gone silent. This one, too, might not be active

anymore, but he suspected it was. If so, he just needed to follow it to the marker and the first



part of the scavenger hunt would be over.“Why’d the shark bite it? And will it bite us?”“It can’t

get a grip on the sub.” He hoped. “But it bit the cable because it could detect electric current

running through. It happens so often that modern cables are specially designed to withstand

periodic bites.”“Great,” she said. “We’re cruising right next to something sharks like to

attack.”“Bite, not attack.”“A distinction that doesn’t matter much if it takes off your arm.” Vivian

rolled her shoulders, as if preparing to fight to hold on to her arms. She’d definitely land a few

punches if a shark tried to eat her.He followed the cable east into deeper water, and an

octopus swam into view. The mollusk danced in his lights, then draped itself over the bubble

cockpit.“Wow,” Vivian said.Round suckers tasted the outside of his window, and an alien silver

eye looked in. He’d read octopi were at least as intelligent as dogs, and he wondered what the

creature thought about these strange intruders in its realm.He let the sub drift forward, not

wanting to scare the octopus away before it finished its examination. After all, he was down

here looking around himself. The least he could do was let the octopus satisfy its curiosity,

too.Edison’s brown eyes followed each movement, and he leaned forward and licked the inside

of the plastic where suckers pulsated inches from his face. Even Vivian seemed enthralled.

After a few minutes, the octopus dropped off and glided out of sight.He followed the cable.

According to his interpretation, the clue for the first flag referred to an active transatlantic cable,

which meant the flag should be somewhere close by. The sub’s electric engine vibrated under

his feet as he increased speed.“Flag at three o’clock!” She pointed to a row of yellow banners.

The first markers in the scavenger hunt.He aimed for them. “How many?”“Ten!” she

crowed.The color for one (cyan) flashed in his head, followed by the color for zero (black).

Cyan, black meant he’d gotten here first.But there was another challenge. Blue Dreams’

sponsor was a bowfishing company, and they’d specified the flag had to be shot with an arrow

and reeled in. He looked at his depth gauge. They weren’t too deep, about a hundred (cyan,

black, black) feet. He could put on scuba gear and go outside to shoot the flag instead of trying

to shoot a bow with the sub’s grabber arms.“Unbuckle,” he told Edison.The dog leaned down

and bit the release button in the center of his specially constructed harness. He wriggled out of

the restraints and turned to face Joe.“Dang,” said Vivian. “Smart boy!”Edison ducked his head

as if the compliment made him bashful.He unclipped his own harness and climbed out a lot

less gracefully than the dog.The sub dipped upward. If left to its own devices, it was designed

to surface—a fail-safe to keep an injured or unconscious submariner from sinking into the

depths of the sea.“You have the bridge,” he told Vivian.“Aye aye, sir.” She took hold of her

controls and leveled the sub.He maneuvered past her, foot catching on a red emergency suit

stowed under her seat. He’d equipped the sub with four (green)—one for each potential human

passenger and an extra for the dog. If the submarine got stuck underwater, the passenger had

to climb into that suit, exit the sub, and pull a tab. The suit would inflate automatically and send

the wearer rocketing toward the surface. Or at least that was the theory. He hoped he’d never

have to test it.Edison squeezed past him to the stern, where the designers had installed the

wet exit. The feature had cost a fortune. Worth it.First, he had to get Edison ready. After he

bought the sub, he’d assumed he would have to leave his best friend inside when he went

diving. Instead, he’d discovered dogs could be taught to scuba dive. When he’d first stumbled

across videos on the Internet of dogs paddling around underwater with bubble helmets and

special vests, he hadn’t believed his eyes.But after he’d run down the source and contacted the

dogs’ owners, he’d discovered he was wrong—dogs could and did dive. He’d been surprised at

how easily he’d collected the gear: a yellow buoyancy compensator tailored to Edison’s furry

form, a bubble helmet that made him look like a space dog, and a miniature air tank. After that,

it had been a simple matter to train the dog to swallow when his ears hurt, to stay close to him,



and to follow hand signals when they couldn’t speak. Edison was a smart dog.He waited while

Joe hooked everything up, regular thumps of his tail betraying his excitement. They both loved

being out in the water together. They’d been on many dives, and Edison knew what was

coming.Joe shrugged on his bulky buoyancy compensator and attached his weight belt. The

extra lead around his stomach made him clumsy as he checked and turned on his tank, put his

mask on, and slipped into long fins. Ready to go. He put his regulator into his mouth and took a

quick breath. All good. Then he folded himself into the airlock and snatched up a dive light and

the bow and arrow. The arrow was connected to the boat by a long line, usually used to haul in

fish. He angled it carefully to the side so it wouldn’t hurt him or Edison.“Here, boy!” he

called.Edison climbed awkwardly into his lap. Joe triple-checked the dog’s air lines before

closing the inner door. A hug to reassure Edison, then he pressed the button to flood the

compartment. Cold ocean water seeped in around them as the pressure slowly equalized. In a

few minutes, the pressure in their little chamber would match the pressure outside. Once it was

done, they could exit at current depth without damaging their ears.Edison bonked his helmet

against Joe’s snorkel mask, and he patted the dog’s yellow suit. We’re fine, he told Edison

silently. The dog seemed to agree and relaxed to wait it out.Joe checked his dive computer. At

this depth, they had about twenty-two (blue, blue) minutes of dive time before they had to

worry, but it’d still be best to do a safety stop at a higher depth before they got back into the

sub if they spent much time out there. Vivian could bring the sub up to twenty (blue, black) feet

and wait for them to finish the safety stop before they climbed back inside.Eventually, the

airlock filled with water, and the outer door opened. Joe uncurled into the sea. Edison doggie-

paddled next to him. His wet tail waved from side to side like a tentacle, and his furry head

swiveled back and forth to follow the flashlight beam.Joe loved it out in the ocean, too, but

today he had to hurry. His competitors might arrive at any moment. The clue had been

complicated, but they were smart, or had smart teams. He didn’t have time to be complacent if

he wanted to win this thing. And he liked winning.He pointed the light at his chest and touched

the top of his head with his glove to indicate he was OK. Vivian returned the signal from her

position at the controls inside her illuminated bubble. His sub was in good hands.Formalities

out of the way, he headed straight for the flags, long fins lending him speed. Edison couldn’t

keep up when he went all out, so he pulled the dog under his belly and towed him along.The

dog’s bubble rubbed his chest as Edison turned his head from side to side to take in the

underwater world. Visibility was about twenty feet (blue, black), so the dog couldn’t see far

through the green darkness. But it seemed to be enough for him.Joe stopped about five

(brown) feet away from the fluttering yellow marker. That was the official maximum distance,

probably to make bowfishing look easy. He let go of Edison and pointed to his heel. Obligingly,

Edison doggie-paddled there.His buoyancy was solid. Joe nocked the arrow, aimed at the flag,

and let fly.And missed.Bubbles shot out of his regulator as he swore.Hand over hand, he reeled

the arrow back in. He’d practiced this before, and he ought to be better. First-day jitters.He set

up, aimed, fired, and was rewarded by seeing the flag jerk forward. When he reeled the arrow

in this time, the bright yellow flag was attached.Edison bumped his heel, and he swiveled

around to make sure the dog was all right. His mouth opened and closed in a silent bark. Joe

played his flashlight around the water, searching for whatever had caused the dog to bark. He

hoped it wasn’t a shark. Even though sharks were rarely dangerous, he didn’t want to meet a

predator that size out here with Edison. He’d read that sharks didn’t usually attack people, but

there wasn’t a lot of literature about how sharks would react to a dog.A flash of artificial light

cut through the water, and his stomach dropped. Not a shark. Worse. A competitor.He

recognized the submarine the second he saw it. Although it looked green down here, he knew



it was Ferrari-red at the surface and tricked out with features even he couldn’t afford. The sub

belonged to a foreign prince who had outspent him by a factor of ten (cyan, black) and had a

team of fifteen (cyan, brown) men working round the clock to maintain his craft and figure out

his clues—Prince Timgad.Joe’d already had an argument with him when the prince had tried to

have women formally banned from the competition, even though no women had signed up as

competitors. To spite him, Joe had added Vivian to his team as the lone female competitor. He

doubted he’d have gotten her into the water if the prince hadn’t been so abrasive, but she

wasn’t about to let the prince ban women and get his way.And he, Vivian, and his tiny yellow

explorer had beaten the prince to the first flag. He’d win the first round, so long as he got the

flag back to shore first. And he damn well would.Vivian’s sub hovered a few yards from the

prince’s sub. She looked between that sub and Joe and waved at him, her gesture making it

clear he needed to hurry. She didn’t want to lose either.Joe grinned. He could do this. Edison

must have been watching his face, because his butt moved in a tail wag. He drew the dog in

close and swam toward Vivian as fast as he could. They’d been out in the ocean only a few

minutes. They could skip the safety stop and hightail it back to shore. Then the woman’s team

would defeat the prince’s.A shadow loomed out of the water behind the red sub. Impossibly big.

Bigger than a shark. Bigger than the subs in the contest. A whale?He kicked harder, keeping a

tight hold on Edison. Whatever it was, he’d feel safer once he had the dog back in the yellow

submarine. Edison wasn’t the kind of dog to panic, but he didn’t want to take chances. Too

dangerous out here.The shadow was blacker than a whale. Bigger, too.It bore down on the

green craft as if it meant to engulf it.Joe took in the sleek lines, the stubby fin at the top, and

the sheer size. A submarine. A military submarine. No military subs should be in this water, not

this close to New York City. His blood turned as cold as the seawater around him.The small sub

looked like a remora tucked under a shark’s belly. The pilot’s startled face stared up at it. His

hands yanked at his controls, but he couldn’t escape the relentless shadow.The military sub

settled to the bottom, crushing the little submarine under its massive hull. A brown cloud

spread around it. A wash of white bubbles shot up its sides and escaped toward the surface.

The cockpit must have been breached. The man must be dead. A single dark ribbon threaded

through the brown murk.A victim of its own momentum, the shadow crept forward. It aimed

straight for his little yellow submarine.And Vivian.Chapter 4Time slowed to a crawl as it used to

when Vivian was in combat. Her mind flipped through possibilities, trying to find one that would

save everyone. She could do an emergency surface with the sub, but she’d have to leave Tesla.

That was a no go. Someone in that giant submarine had murdered the pilot of the tiny sub, and

maybe they were gunning for Tesla next. Not that she could do a damn thing from her little

bubble. Her sub didn’t have defensive weaponry. A rich man’s toy. The most she could do would

be tap on its hull with one tiny explorer arm.Several yards out, Tesla was swimming hard,

hauling along the dog. He’d never reach her before the sub rammed her. Even if he did, it

wouldn’t matter. He’d never get inside in time.Get her craft out of immediate danger. If worse

came to worst, he and the dog could surface and get picked up by a passing ship.But they

wouldn’t. Tesla couldn’t go outside, and the surface of the ocean definitely counted as outside.

Conscious, he’d never be able to reach the top of the water, and Edison would stay next to him

until they both ran out of air and drowned. His fear of going outdoors was why she always

carried a hypodermic needle in her shirt pocket, ready to knock him unconscious in case of

emergency. Like this one. Fat lot of good it would do.The black sub advanced. It couldn’t stop

any more easily than she could, and it’d run her over if she didn’t move. But her damn sub

handled like a horse mired in mud. She’d never be able to dodge.Surface. She’d get away,

come back for Joe and Edison. She pulled up on the stick, expecting the sub to shoot up like a



champagne cork. Instead, the little yellow sub crawled upward like a snail. It wouldn’t get clear

in time.She turned the engine to full and steered at a right angle away from the oncoming

danger. Her sub started the beginning of a slow arc.It’d be close.Abandon the sub. Put on the

emergency suit and surface. But then she remembered Tesla had gone outside through the

outer hatch door. The outer hatch was open, the airlock flooded. She couldn’t open the inner

door until she pumped it out, and she didn’t have time. She might open the bubble, but that

took time, too.Whatever happened to her, it was going to happen inside.Her sub inched to the

side, every millisecond bringing her closer to safety.But she ran out of time.The black sub

crashed against her side. The little yellow sub tumbled in front of it. Green water and brown

mud flashed across the cockpit bubble.She fought to control the crash, but the stick kicked

sideways in her hands. A sickening snap. Bone-deep pain. Broken wrist.A grinding screech and

her sub finally lay still at the bottom of the sea.A navigation light had been knocked around,

and its beam spotlighted an immobile black wall. The giant sub had ground to a stop, too.She

was pinned. The safety harness cut into her shoulders, and her hips and arm ached. The harsh

smell of melted plastic stung her nose. She coughed. Something was on fire.A jagged silver

line raced across the bubble like a lightning bolt. Water seeped through the crack and trickled

down to the floor. Another crack. Then another.She stabbed the quick release for her safety

harness and stood. The sub creaked and shuddered. Pain shot from her arm when she moved,

and blood dripped to the floor from a cut on her temple, but that didn’t matter.The only thing

that mattered was getting out of the submarine.Alive.Chapter 5Inside the submarine

SirenMarch 8, eveningLaila lay on her side in the narrow tube with her cousin Ambra squashed

against her. Theoretically, two people at a time could get out through the escape trunk, but in

practice it was a tight fit, especially since Ambra was the largest woman on the sub. But the

escape tube was the only way in or out of the Siren when submerged, and Laila had to verify

the prince was dead.Cold seawater rushed into the tube. Since the first time she’d used it,

she’d had nightmares about drowning in this tube. She held tight to her rebreather. If it got

blown out of her mouth, she might not recover it in time.“Did we have to kill the prince?”

Ambra’s rebreather dangled next to her cheek.Laila had to remove her rebreather to speak,

and she didn’t like it. “The sub was only part of his plan. So long as he’s alive, he’s a

danger.”“Considering how you feel about him, that seems pretty self-serving.” Ambra’s body

was tense next to hers, either with anger or fear.“As soon as we verify it’s him, we can check

the hull for damage and meet up with the Pearl and go our separate ways. The hard part is

almost done.”Laila shifted the rifle digging into her side. The Chinese-made QBS-06 had been

in the submarine’s armory. The weapon had been designed for use underwater. It fired

fléchettes—pointed steel projectiles with fins on the end. The fins stabilized the fléchette as it

traveled through the water to its target. Each projectile looked like it’d tear through anything it

hit. She hoped to watch one go through the prince.Ambra stuffed her rebreather into her mouth

and ended the conversation, but her dark eyes were still uneasy.Relieved to stop talking, Laila

bit down on her mouthpiece. Although she and Ambra used sophisticated rebreathers

designed for Special Forces frogmen, she hated to rely on them. The specifications said their

devices were foolproof. They scrubbed carbon dioxide from each exhalation and recirculated

oxygen. But the oxygen generators in the sub itself were faulty, so she didn’t trust these either.

They were having to surface ventilate to replenish their atmosphere in the sub, but that

obviously wasn’t an option with the individual rebreathers.Ambra wiggled, probably searching

for a more comfortable position, and her hip pressed Laila’s. Laila wished she hadn’t had to

bring anyone out with her, but the other women had insisted, pointing out the safety protocol of

diving in pairs. So she’d relented and chosen Ambra, because she was a strong swimmer and



good in a fight.The walls threatened to close in on her, and Laila concentrated on her

breathing. She didn’t dare hyperventilate and pass out. She held her nose and blew to clear

her ears and felt Ambra do the same. They needed to equalize the pressure in their ears so

they’d be safe to go when the door opened. If it ever opened. If they didn’t drown in the narrow

tube.She forced herself to visualize the clean white around her bunk, the blue wool blanket

covering the narrow bed, her beloved Kindle resting on the pillow. Her new home. Inside the

sub, for the first time since early childhood, she felt safe.It felt good not to be frightened all the

time, to not be vulnerable because she was a woman, because a man could do what he

wanted with her and to her. But it wasn’t enough to run away.She had to stop the cycle of

violence, or at least stop Prince Timgad from escalating it further. She’d taken his tool, and she

would use it to fight him.
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progress? You’ll have to read it to find out!”

Robyn, “Love the story, but she needs a better copyeditor!. I've really enjoyed this series and
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this book was no exception. BUT as an editor, the continuity errors drove me crazy! Joe's first

company is Pellucid, the new one is Lucid -- the Kindle edition at least got this wrong multiple

times. There were also many typos. Rebecca Cantrell does such a good job with so many

details, why let these errors go through? I'd also love to see some more of the loose ends

wrapped up someday. Like how could this book talk about Alan Wright in detail without

mentioning the events earlier in the series? Confusing. I say all of this out of love for the series

and just want to see it be the best it can be!”

cindy e, “Great book, but…. I have loved the Joe Tesla series. They are very well written,

exciting, have wonderful characters, etc.. The reason I gave this book only 4 stars was that the

first chapter held some base, crude language and imagery that is far below Cantrells usual

classiness. I was very disappointed. I hope it doesn’t happen again.”

R. White, “Rebecca Cantrell has another hit on her hands!. Rebecca Cantrell has another hit

on her hands! Finding a way to get Joe out of his tunnels can't have been an easy task. She

has accomplished this with ingenuity and integrity, staying true to her characters plight of

Agoraphobia. By using water as a barrier between Joe and the outdoors, she gives him and

Edison another way to explore their world. Have you ever heard of a scuba diving dog? Well it

true, they can be trained to scuba dive with special equipment.Joe and Edison go scuba diving

and get caught up in a dangerous plot to kill a North Korean Prince, while he's off the coast of

New York.I read this in one setting, it was so engaging!”

MarieM, “who can resists scuba diving Edison?. Cantrell grabs the reader from the first page in

this thriller and never lets go. This may be my favorite book in a tremendous series. Joe

continues to struggle in a world he can no longer fully inhabit, and Edison is his patient and

intelligent sidekick. Anyone who was not sitting there reading and saying "aw" as Edison

paddled in scuba equipment does not have a pulse. This is a current and relevant story

extremely well-written as always. Cantrell is a tremendous writer. I am always eager to add

her latest book to my Cantrell collection!  Highly recommend.”

gheronsterling, “I love this series and was SO happy to get this .... I love this series and was

SO happy to get this latest book to read. I really enjoyed it. I really like Joe and many of the

growing 'community' around him. Joe, who can't bear to be outside for a second so moves

through the tunnels under NYC to get to other buildings than Grand Central, is in a submarine!!

Which leads to other close calls while moving on, through and in the ocean to solve a mystery

that then leads to danger to save the world from a war. And (smile) ends with the budding of

lovely possibilities. God Bless Edison!!!!Ok, Rebecca, when is the next Joe Tesla book????

Waiting and watching!”

Chrissy, “A fabulous underwater adventure for Joe Tesla. Rebecca Cantrell returns us to the

strange world of Joe Tesla. The Steel Shark is the fourth in this compelling and quirky

series.Joe Tesla is not your normal rich guy. He is eccentric. He is super-clever. His life is

dominated by agoraphobia. He lives with panic attacks, if he dares to venture out into the open

world. He stays beneath the city, in seclusion in the underground tunnels of New York and his

hidden fortified home. His faithful companion is Eddison, a service dog. The closest person to

Joe is his bodyguard, the smart and streetwise Vivian. Tesla has the knack of attracting

trouble.This time, Tesla is taking part in a charity race in a submarine. It is hard to believe that

Joe Tesla has actually managed to escape his underground refuge and found a way to be an



adrenaline junkie. Tesla owns his own cute submarine. Don’t all millionaires? And his dog is

with him. Eddison accompanies him on a dive. Clever dog! However his submarine is attacked,

with Vivian left injured. Another submarine competing in the race is also damaged, with a life

lost. What is going on? Joe Tesla is caught up in a murder plot, which no one seems to be

noticing. Suddenly Tesla is being blamed for the collision. No one is seriously investigating this

‘other’ murderous hidden submarine. Tesla’s life is threatened, with a hitman on his tail. Can

Tesla trace the ‘steel shark’ of a submarine that is out there? Will he escape another hit on his

life? Will Joe and Vivian ever get together?We get underwater murder, with a difference. Who

else would think of a submarine, as a cunning murder weapon? The occupants of that ‘steel

shark’ of a submarine have a clear agenda. This we find out over the course of the novel. We

get drone spying devices, with hidden weapons. There is the image of a dog swimming under

water in a wet suit, clearly imprinted in my mind. Tesla’s dog followed him, into the depths of

the ocean. Plus we get Cantrell’s trademark subtle humour nudging us along.Whether it is

underground or deep down under the sea, it is a pleasure to be with the lovely Joe Tesla again.

He is one of those special characters in fiction, that you end up just falling in love with. His

world is painted so vividly. It is one of danger, adventure and cool technology. Entering the

imagination of Rebecca Cantrell is well worth it. The Steel Shark delivers a deadly

bite.Recommended”

Gullie, “Five Stars. Have enjoyed this series of books, slightly quirky, living under Grand Central

Station.  Look forward to the next installment.”

Judi Webster, “Five Stars. I enjoyed reading this book, not too taxing but I always looked

forward to time to read this.”

Mig Bardsley, “Complete nonsense but a lot of fun.. The Joe Tesla series is a lot of fun and

complete nonsense. This one is even more nonsense than the earlier ones but it's still good

fun.”

Ruth A, “A good read. A really good series I've gotten invested in the characters and the

events. I enjoy action and mysterious things all mixed together”

The book by Rebecca Cantrell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 178 people have provided feedback.
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